
 

 

Y5 SUMMER TERM LEARNING LOG 
Date Set: 21

st
 April 2017                     Date Due: 10

th
 July 2017 

There are lots of useful links on www.parkfieldprimary.com to help you! 

 TOPIC WORK CREATIVE WORK INDIVIDUAL WORK 

W
ee

k 
1

,2
,3

 Research! 

Find out about a famous pirate and 

summarise the key facts in a mind 

map/timeline/labelled diagram. 

Create! 

Draw a detailed picture of a pirate ship 

cast ashore on a tropical beach. 

Review! 

Write a review of a book you’ve read to 

encourage others to read it too. 

Writing Target: To link sentences within a 

paragraph. 

W
ee

k 
4

, 5
, 6

 Write! 

A discussion text on school homework. 

Should it be set or not? 

Writing Target: To choose deliberate 

words to affect a reader. 

Bake! 

Write a set of instructions with pictures of 

something you’ve made in the kitchen. 

Writing Target: To use relative/embedded 

clause. 

Explore! 

Recount a visit to a place you’ve visited. 

What did you experience there? 

Writing Target: To change paragraph to 

signal changes in time and place. 

W
ee

k 
1

, 2
, 3

 

Write! 

A persuasive letter to the school 

regarding an issue you are concerned 

with.  

Writing Target: To confidently use the 

main features of a letter. 

Take! 

Take a photo of you getting active (e.g. 

playing a sport, going to the park/beach 

or doing an activity like climbing or riding) 

and send it to 

shaughton@parkfield.rochdale.sch.uk 

Discover! 

Explain something you've learnt this term 

- a new skill or perhaps an event in the 

news. 

W
ee

k 
4

, 5
 Write! 

A poem about an animal 

Writing Target: To use similes, 

personification and metaphors. 

Make! 

Make a 3-d map showing countries in 

South America and their capitals. 

Investigate! 

Write up a science experiment you’ve 

done at home about forces (there are lots 

of ideas on science-sparks.com) 

Although the above learning log tasks are a fun, creative and enjoyable supplement to homework, every week you must: 

 Read your reading book/Bug Club/library book. 

 Complete your mymaths.co.uk homework. 

 Practice your times tables for BIG MATHS. 

 Practice the spellings given to you. 

 Talk to your Mum, Dad or Carer about your homework. 

Parent/Carer comment: 

SELF AND TEACHER ASSESSMENT 

(Pupils ‘star’ where you think you are. Teachers please ‘tick’) 

 Good Great Super 

Presentation 

You have presented your work well. 

You may have used some ICT in your 

work. You need to take a little more 

care with your illustrations and /or 

handwriting. 

You have used some interesting 

ways to present your work including 

sticking extra sheets in and using ICT. 

Your illustrations and /or 

handwriting are a high standard. 

You have used some very creative 

ways to present your work including 

sticking extra sheets in and using ICT 

(not copying and pasting). Your 

illustrations and handwriting are 

outstanding. 

Tasks 

completed 
Any 5 tasks completed Any 6 tasks completed 

At least two types of activity 

completed from each column. (i.e. 

Topic, Creative and Individual) 

Effort 
You have made a good effort with 

the tasks you have completed. 

You have made a great effort with 

many of the tasks you have 

completed. 

You have made a super effort with 

all of the tasks you have completed. 

Teacher comment: 

 


